The Nutcracker
ON TOUR NOVEMBER & DECEMBER
Let our holiday extravaganza fill your venue with smiling faces of all ages as Eugene Ballet Company performs this beloved story with its grand adventures taken by Clara and Hans. The Nutcracker brings the holiday spirit into focus, transporting audiences through Clara’s dreams and the wondrous characters she encounters along the way. With the Sugar Plum Fairy and her Cavalier as guides, you’ll fly away to the Snow Kingdom and the Land of the Sweets, but not before battling the Mouse King and his pirate henchmice.

Toni Pimble’s exquisite choreography and Don Carson’s colorful and magical sets are masterfully orchestrated to accommodate stages from small theaters to large performance halls. EBC brings the excitement of performing with a professional dance company to communities with ballet academies and studios, as local children can audition for roles, from Baby Mice to Waltz of the Flowers. Touring the West for more than 33 years, Eugene Ballet Company’s Nutcracker has become a tradition for families spanning generations.

Find out why our Nutcracker audiences return year after year and are always delighted. Call us to book your performances today!

For information and booking, contact:

**Josh Neckels**

541-485-3992

josh@eugeneballet.org

1590 Willamette Street

Eugene, OR 97401

eugeneballet.org